
Задания заочного (отборочного) этапа Олимпиады. 

 

Номинация иностранный язык 

 

1. After the storm_____  many people were found lying in the street. 

A) had finished 

B) finished 

C) had been finished 

D) were finishing 

2. I've had to_____ a lot of insulting behaviour from you!  

A) look down on  

B) put up with  

C) stand up for  

D) get on with  

3. We hated the film — it was really ____ . 

A) superb 

B) hilarious 

C) awful 

D) ugly 

4.  There isn't any sugar, I'm afraid. You'll have to_____  

A) run out  

B) put up with 

C) do without  

D) make for 

5. I don't really_____ winter sports very much.  

A) deal with  

B) face up to  

C) go in for  

D) get round to 

6. Jack has decided to_____ the time he spends watching television.  

A) run out of  

B) see to  



C) cut down on  

D) come up with 

7. The man who _____________down  the road just then, lives next door..  
A) walks 
B) is walking 
C) will be walking 

D) has been walking 
8. If you ______ that expensive car, you ___ enough money to go on holiday.  

A) buy / won’t have 

B) bought / don’t have 

C) don’t buy / won’t have 

D) will buy / won’t have 

9. What did you do while____ for the others to come? 

A) you waited 

B) you  were waiting 

C) have you been waiting 

D) you had waited 

10. Alison has worked for a month without a day off — she ________be exhausted. 

A) might 

B) must 

C) can’t 

D) mustn’t 

11. I was passing their house, so I_____ Claire and Michael.  

A) dropped in on  

B) came up with  

C) got on with  

D) ran into  

12.  Losing my job was a great shock, but I think I'm____ it.  

A) seeing to  

B) putting up with  

C) standing for  

D) getting over  

13. How much money do you manage to____ ?  

A) come into 

B) go in for 



C) deal with  

D) live on  

14. While the workers were repairing the roof, they____ the bathroom window. 

A) broke 

B) had broken 

C) were breaking 

D) were broken 

15. Hundreds of trees were blown over in the night so the wind _______have been very strong. 

A) can’t 

B) could 

C) should 

D) must 

16. He’s __________, and you can’t ask him to do anything for you. 

A) single-minded 

B) unreliable 

C) impatient 

D) thoughtful 

17. The wind was blowing so much that we couldn't ____our tent.  

A) raise  

B) put up  

C) make up  

D) build 

18. Peter's car____ off the icy road and fell into a ditch.  

A) crashed  

B) collided  

C) hit  

D) skidded 

19. That was fantastic. Could I have a second_____ , please?  

A) plate  

B) course  

C) helping  

D) service 

20. If I wear a long-sleeved shirt, I usually ____ the sleeves. 

A) put up  



B) take up  

C) roll up 

D) get up 

 

Задания заключительного (финального) этапа Олимпиады. 

 

1 этап. 

Вопросы с открытым кратким ответом 
1. What are the positive aspects of being famous?  

2. What are global problems of the world and what causes them? 

3. What natural disasters you know? 

4. The measures which should be taken to survive. 

5. Why people choose different styles of what they wear? 

6. To be healthy means to have a happy life. 

7. The role of scientific and technological progress in life. 

8. If technological progress threatens nature and people. 

9. Can you think of anything you would like to see invented that will make your life easier? 

2 этап. 

Эссе 
1. The Seven Ages of Man -People of different  ages describe themselves 

2. 10 things that make us human 

3. Can we trust our memory? 

4. The mystic and the sceptic 

5. Worlds of difference- Nationalities and stereotypes 

6.  Too much science? The Internet of Things 

7.  Life changing experiences 

8.  When man first saw the Earth 

9. Biological time 

10. Inventions and discoveries  that came to people while they were asleep  

 

 

 

 

 
 


